
Threat Intelligence and Network Defense Platform Analyst1 Spec Sheet

Introducing Analyst1
Analyst1 is an industry-leading cybersecurity 
solution provider that specializes in advanced 
threat intelligence. Analyst1 helps clients in every 
major vertical transform raw intelligence into 
actionable insights that improve their security 
outcomes.  Some of the most sophisticated 
government and commercial organizations use 
Analyst1’s platform to investigate threats, manage 
vulnerabilities, and dramatically reduce response 
time. 

Analyst1’s advanced Threat Intelligence Platform 
(TIP) was built by industry veterans for 
organizations to identify, mitigate, and respond to 
cyber risks.  Automated data ingestion and 
investigations transform security operations 
through superior threat analysis that also analyses 
the effectiveness of countermeasures in a single 
platform.  

Founded in 2012, Analyst1 has earned the trust of 
the U.S. Government and enterprises globally, 
proven by our impressive 100% customer 
retention rate.  We remain steadfast in our mission 
to transform data into action. 

Introducing Tines
Tines is a leading workflow automation platform 
purpose-built around seven action types and a 
storyboard. This enables security teams to build 
workflows of any complexity. With an intuitive, 
flexible drag-and-drop interface and familiar 
formula language, Tines users can build easy-to-
understand workflows that solve complex, far-
reaching problems. It’s a platform anyone can 
learn: no code, no scripts. And it’s easy to 
integrate processes across internal and external 
systems - if it offers an API, Tines connects with it. 

Core capabilities:

• Drag and drop builder with seven actions and a 
storyboard

• Formulas to tailor actions and handle massive 
complexity in a familiar way

• Integrator, not reliant on integrations

• Pages introduce interactions and simplify cross-
team communication

• Collaborate on workflows in real-time and track 
progress through cases

• User-defined reporting across stories

• Flexible usage dashboards and reports

Outsmarting cyber threats together
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Analyst1 and Tines empower organizations to navigate complex cyber risks.
 

Analyst1's advanced Threat Intelligence Platform automates critical tasks, enabling cybersecurity teams to swiftly 
identify and tackle cyber risks across enterprise networks. Mutual customers can integrate Analyst1-curated data 
into Tines for streamlined threat intelligence, management, and response.

This collaborative approach equips organizations with essential insights to evaluate, structure, and fortify their 
cyber defenses, effectively mitigating potential crises such as financial loss, data breaches, reputational damage, 
and intellectual property theft.

� Automate deploying IOC blocklists to endpoint systems
� Curate cross system threat intelligence data in Tines
� Distribute that enriched information to Analyst1
� Extend further ATT&CK data associated threat actor, malware, and vulnerability data, and enhance threat 

hunting

The swath of intelligence data available now is near impossible to traverse. Analyst1 and Tines work together to 
simplify complex threat detection and response operations by empowering those operations with critical threat 
intelligence.

Outsmarting cyber threats together


